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molecular dynamics 
simulations can teach us 

about biomolecules



Born-Opppenheimer approximation
Limited treatment of QM (DFT or semiempirical)
Implicit treatment of some electrons

Implicit representation of all electrons

Neglect of polarization
Representation of multipolar moments
by fixed charges

Rigid receptor
Rigid or semi-rigid ligand
Single-configuration scoring
Simple solvation model
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How can we compute a binding affinity 
including relevant statistical mechanics?
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How can we compute a binding affinity 
including relevant statistical mechanics?

Shan Y, Kim ET, Eastwood MP, Dror RO, Seeliger MA, Shaw DE. JACS 133:9181, 2011.

ANTON 
$50M special-purpose supercomputer from D.E. Shaw Research

Src:dasatanib 
(4 us simulation)

For typical drug off-rates (10-4 s-1), 
reliable calculation of binding affinities would require hour trajectories,  

requiring ~106 years to simulate.

David E. Shaw



isomorphic to computing ratios of normalizing constants in statistical 
inference or ratios of model evidences in inferential machine learning 

(a field that is basically printing money right now)
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THE ADDITION OF ALCHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES  
GREATLY IMPROVES ESTIMATION EFFICIENCY

D. Wu and D. A. Kofke. "Phase-space overlap measures. I. Fail-safe bias detection...", J. Chem. Phys. 123: 054103 (2005).

Computing free energy differences becomes harder as phase space overlap decreases; 
Error increases rapidly with diminishing phase space overlap

introducing Alchemical intermediates to ensure ratios can be efficiently estimated
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alchemical free energy calculations provide a 
rigorous way to efficiently compute binding affinities

∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø
restraint imposition discharging steric decoupling noninteracting

RUN 10-40 equilibrium simulations of alchemical intermediates
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Pioneering work from many: McCammon, van Gunsteren, Kollman, Jorgensen, Chipot, Roux, Boresch, Fujitani, Pande, Shirts, Swope, Christ, Mobley, and many more 
Recent review: Chodera, Mobley, Shirts, Dixon, Branson, Pande. Curr Opin Struct Biol 21:150, 2011. 

reduces effort  by orders of magnitude  
over simulating direct association process 
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many physical properties of relevance to drug discovery 
can be computed as ratios of partition functions

susceptibility to resistance mutations

partition coefficients (logP, logD) and permeabilities 

selectivity for subtypes or related targets/off-targets

lead optimization of affinity and selectivity

β-lactamaseampicillin

lipitor

clomifene ERα/β

also solubilities, polymorphs, etc. 



to integrate molecular dynamics on a computer, 
we have to discretize the equations of motion

continuous Langevin dynamics

11

we can compute the relationship,
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Then, the ratio of transition kernels appearing in Eq. 10 can be written in terms of noise history ⇤t and the computed
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where the tildes are dropped because the microstate x contains no momenta. The quantity |⌦xt/⌦⇤t| represents the
Jacobian for the change of variables from the ⇤t to xt, and the Jacobians in the numerator and denominator cancel.
The quantity in Eq. 40 can easily be computed during integration.

Acceptance criteria for Langevin integrator of Brooks, Brünger, and Karplus (BBK)

The Brünger-Brooks-Karplus (BBK) stochastic integrator [33, 34] is a popular integrator for simulating Langevin
dynamics. The application of the corresponding propagator Kt(x⇥

t , xt) can be implemented via a velocity Verlet
scheme [35, 36],
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where rt and vt denote the respective Cartesian position and velocity components of the microstate xt, ⇥ the effective
collision frequency with units of inverse time, and m the particle mass. v⇤t is an auxiliary variable used only in
simplifying the mathematical representation of the integration scheme. Note that we require two random variates, ⇤t
and ⇤⇤t, per degree of freedom per timestep in order for this scheme to be able to generate both the forward trajectory
X and its time-reverse X̃ (see, e.g., Section 2.2.3.2 of [36]).

The noise history terms ⇤t and ⇤⇤t are normal random variates with zero mean and variance ��1. Their joint
distribution can therefore be written,
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For every step x⇥
t ⇤ xt, the positions and velocities undergo a transition (r⇥t , v
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In order to write the ratio of transition kernels appearing in Eq. 10 in terms of noise variables (⇤t, ⇤⇤t) and the com-
puted reverse noise variables (⇤̃t, ⇤̃⇤t), we must first compute the Jacobian J(⇤t, ⇤⇤t) because the random variates are
not in Cartesian space,
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which can be shown to be independent of ⇤t and ⇤⇤t. The conditional path action difference can now be computed,
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discrete timestep Langevin integrator



not all integrators are equal
Continuous Langevin dynamics equations of motion

Some of these parts can be integrated exactly:

We can approximate the Langevin propagator by various splittings:

RVOVR

ROVOR
...
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Why can’t we just integrate this? Why not use Euler’s method?
230

While in principle, we could simply evaluate Eq. ?? at each timestep and update (x, v) by the231

(rxdt,rvdt) (this is called Euler’s method [? ]) we face two main challenges: (1) we need some way232

to approximate the Wiener process dW over the interval dt, and (2) even for reasonable choices, this233

produces highly inaccurate integration of the target density [? ].234

Instead, a superior approach (in terms of leading to cancellation of errors up to higher orders n of235

O(dtn)) is to236

A generic strategy for constructing numerical methods for SDEs is to “split” the stochastic vector237

field into a sum of “tractable” components. We then define a numerical method by solving each238

component in sequence. Many splittings are possible, but not all will be equally efficient or accurate.239

For example, if the substep propagators don’t all commute with each other, then the order of the240

substeps matters.241

The Langevin equation can be associated with a Fokker-Planck operator L̂, which transforms a242

probability density at time t into a probability density at time t + Dt. We would like to define numerical243

methods that approximate the action of this operator. The idea of splitting is to express L̂ as a sum of244

easier-to-approximate operators L̂ ⌘ Âi L̂i, then approximate the action of each for a small increment245

of time, in a specified order. Note that, if the propagator components we choose don’t all commute246

with each other, then their order matters.247

2.1. Splitting the Langevin system248

In this work, we’ll initially consider a splitting of the Langevin system into three parts:
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We’ll refer to the R component as a “drift” process (deterministic update of positions using the249

current velocities), the V component as a “kick” process (deterministic update of velocities using the250

current forces), and O as stochastic velocity update (simulating the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process).251

This is a natural splitting, since we can simulate the O component exactly for any length of time,252

and we can explicitly approximate the R and V components to first order. Numerical schemes that253

integrate these three parts in different orders have been considered in many previous works.254

Merge in text below
255

JF: NOTE: I’m still in the process of adapting material from Chapter 7 of Leimkuhler and
Matthews’ book, which is the best explanation I’ve seen for this context. There may be sections
here that border on plagiarism, because I can’t think of a better way to explain the same
material. May be a good idea to Ben or Charlie to take a look over these sections / give us
permission to reuse this material.

256

This exposition follows closely Chapter 7 in Leimkuhler and Matthews’ book.257

To construct numerical methods for ODEs (e.g. simulating Hamiltonian dynamics), we construct258

splitting methods by an additive decomposition of the vector field, where the differential equations259

corresponding to any individual piece can be solved exactly. Methods are built by an exact solve of260

each piece in sequence.261

To construct numerical methods for SDEs (e.g. simulating Langevin dynamics), we construct262

splitting methods by an additive decomposition of the stochastic vector field, where we can exactly263

sample the distribution generated by each splitting component.264

There are many plausible splitting strategies for Langevin dynamics. Leimkuhler and Matthews265

point out: (1) splitting the Langevin system into deterministic and stochastic parts, (2) splitting the266
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stochastic terms into dissipative and random parts, (3) splitting the vector field into N one-dimensional267

problems, (4) decomposing the potential into many terms U(x) = U1(x) + U1(x) + · · · .268

The Fokker-Planck operators for each component R, V, O:

L†
R = �M

�1
p ·r

q

L†
V = rU(q) ·r

p

269

JF: to-do: add Focker-Planck operator of OU process
270

We can write down the action of each individual R, V, O solve on the initial distribution where:

(etLR
f)(q, p) = f(q + tM�1

p, p)

(etLV
f)(q, p) = f(q, p � trU(q))

(etLO
f)(q, p) =

Z

P
f(q, e�gt

p + hM

1/2
x)

e�|x|2/2

(2p)N/2 dx

The overall generator for the associated Langevin splitting method L̂ can be computed by
composing each individual operator associated to the terms in the splitting. For example, in the
splitting string RVRO, we have:

exp(DtL̂RVRO) = exp((Dt/2)LR) exp(DtLV) exp((Dt/2)LR) exp(DtLO)

Refer to 1D figure where we show how different splittings lead to different errors in phase
space and configuration space.

271

We’ll define a family of concrete integrators of the Langevin equations, indexed by splitting
strings over the alphabet { V, R, O }. First, we’ll define the explicit update equations, which accept an
initial state (including a stream of i.i.d. standard normal random variates), a timestep h, and return a
new state:

R(x, v; h) ⌘ (x + vh, v)

V(x, v; h) ⌘ (x, v + ( f (x)/m)h)

O(x, v; h) ⌘ (x, ahv + bh
p

kBT/mx)

where ah = e�gh, bh ⌘
q

1 � a2
h =

p
1 � e�2gh, and x ⇠ N (0, 1) is a standard normal random variate272

drawn for each degree of freedom for each O step.273

R : (x, v; h) 7!(x + vh, v)

V : (x, v; h) 7!(x, v + ( f (x)/m)h)

O : (x, v; h) 7!(x, ahv + bh
p

kBT/mx)

(5)
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not all integrators are equal

Sivak, Chodera, Crooks. PRX 3:011007, 2013.

But what if we’re only interested in configurational properties 
(like free energies)?

Some integrators are superior for purely kinetic properties:



all integrators introduce  
timestep-dependent error

simple 
quartic 
potential

JOSH FASS
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not all integrators are equal

JOSH FASS



what does biomolecular 
motion at the molecular 

scale look like?



liquid  water (qm dynamics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zl74NCVbA5A

By Massimo Della Piane. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) of a 14x14x14 Å water box at 300K. Computational 
code: CP2K. Level of theory: PBE-D2/TZV-P. Hydrogen bonds are in magenta. The shown trajectory corresponds to 
10 ps of simulation, smoothed to remove fast vibrational motions. Rendered through VMD.



Timescales in liquid water

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3B6MWs8Omt0By MolecularArts. Sodium and chloride ions are shown as yellow and blue spheres.

0-5 seconds: 1 fs per frame 
5-10 seconds: 10 fs per frame 
10-15 seconds 100 fs per frame 
15-20 seconds 1000 fs per frame



aquaporin permeation is stochastic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSi5-y6NHjY
Emad Tajkhorshid, Peter Nollert, Morten Ø. Jensen, Larry J. W. Miercke, Joseph O'Connell, Robert M. 
Stroud, and Klaus Schulten. Control of the selectivity of the aquaporin water channel family by global 
orientational tuning. Science, 296:525-530, 2002.  



an example:  
what does the ion environment 

around a biomolecule look like?



salt concentrations around 
biomolecules fluctuate

real system

Manuscript not yet submitted to a journal

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a region around a biomolecule exchanging anions and cations with a saline bu�er. Left: Constant
salt-concentration simulations simulates the illustrated �uctuation of ions around a biomolecule with grand canonical Monte Carlo type moves that
exchange explicit water molecules with anions and cations from a saline bu�er reservoir. The bu�er is completely de�ned by its thermodynamic
parameters, which in this case include the chemical potential for water �water, the chemical potential for sodium chloride, �NaCl , pressure p and
temperature, T . Middle: By contrast, typical molecular simulations model a �xed number of ions within the simulation volume in an (N , p, T )
ensemble. Right: The salt environment in intra- and extracellular environments has an ionic strength between 100–200 mM and consists of both
monovalent ions (Na+, K+, Cl*), divalent cations (Mg2+), more complex salt and bu�er molecules, and charged proteins. [JDC: This might also be a
good place to add something like the typical intra- and extraceullar compositions of salt environments, like I’ve added as a placeholder here.]

Outline of paper92

Background93

• Atomistic biomolecular simulations model tiny subvolumes of macroscopic systems surround-94

ing one or more biological macromolecules.95

• In reality, the number of ions within the local environment of protein is always �uctuating, as96

if an ion-permeable membrane surrounded the simulation cell (Figure 1).97

• An Monte Carlo osmostat to allow simulation of a semigrand canonical ensemble can simulate98

this behavior by allowing ions to be exchanged with a macroscopic reservoir that is not99

simulated (Figure 2).100

• The macroscopic salt reservoir is completely described by its chemical potential: Each macro-101

scopic salt concentration will have a unique chemical potential associated with it.102

Theory103

An NCMC osmostat for sampling the semigrand ensemble104

• An osmostat is like a thermostat or barostat but allows number of salt pairs to change105

dynamically under the control of a conjugate thermodynamic parameter—here, the chemical106

potential �NaCl107

• In principle, we could have a number of ghost (noninteracting) salt molecules and turn them108

on/o�, or even create/destroy salt pairs on the �y with RJMC.109

• To simplify implementation for monovalent ions (like NaCl or KCl), we instead choose to110

exchange the identities of water molecules and salt ions, where our conjugate thermodynamic111

parameter��2�H2O*NaCl (which wewill abbreviate as��) will represent the di�erence in chemical112

potential between withdrawing an NaCl molecule from the reservoir while returning two H2O113

molecules.114

• We denote the total number of water molecules and ions as N , and de�ne the identities of
the water molecules and ions with the vector ✓ = (✓1, ✓2, ..., ✓N ) with ✓i = -1, 0, or 1 for anions,
water, and cations, respectively (with the potential to extend this to divalent ions). This choice

3 of 17

number of ions

difference in chemical potential between 
    salt and water

semigrand ensemble

Manuscript not yet submitted to a journal

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of integrating an NCMC osmostat to simulate realistic dynamic counterion environments. Top: Cartoon
illustration of osmostat operation, where a pair of water molecules and salt molecules are interchanged via a short nonequilibrium trajectory using
nonequilibrium candidate Monte Carlo (NCMC) moves. Bottom: Illustration of the work�ow for calibrating ��2�H2O*NaCl via a SAMS simulation
analyzed with BAR to estimate the relative free energy of a waterbox, f (nNaCl), where nNaCl waters have been converted to NaCl pairs, up to Nmax.
This is used to numerically determine the chemical potential ��2�H2O*NaCl that corresponds to an ionic strength of c using Eq. ??, which is
subsequently used to simulate a biomolecular system in equilibrium with a larger reservoir at that macroscopic ionic strength.

of labeling allows us to de�ne the total number of Na+ ions as

n+(✓) =
N…
i
h(✓i), (1)

and the total number of Cl- ions as

n*(✓) =
N…
i
h(*✓i). (2)

where h(x) denotes the heaviside function, which is unity for x g 0 and zero otherwise.115

• We de�ne the charge number of the biomolecule as z, and when z ë 0, counter-ions will116

be added to ensure that the total charge of the simulation is neutral. The system can be117
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• As neutralizing the system will lead to unequal numbers of Na+ and Cl*, we de�ne the number
of molecules, or salt pairs, as

n(✓) í min{n+(✓), n*(✓)}, (3)

• When combined with a scheme that samples the isothermal-isobaric (N , p, T ) ensemble, we
formally sample the semigrand-isothermal-isobaric ensemble (N , p, T ,��). The associated
equilibrium probability density is given by

⇡(x, ✓;��,N , p, T ) = 1
⌅ (��,N , p, T )

e*�[U (x,✓)+pV (x)+n(✓)��] (4)

• where ⌅ (��,N , p, T ) is the normalizing constant, given by

⌅ (��,N , p, T ) =
…

✓, subject to
≥N

i ✓i=*z
  dx ⇡(x, ✓,��,N , p, T ), (5)

where the sum is over all identity vectors that ensure the system has a neutral charge.119

• It also possible to express the probability density of the system as a function of the total
number of cations and anions, rather than as function of ✓. This can be achieved by summing
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of integrating an NCMC osmostat to simulate realistic dynamic counterion environments. Top: Cartoon
illustration of osmostat operation, where a pair of water molecules and salt molecules are interchanged via a short nonequilibrium trajectory using
nonequilibrium candidate Monte Carlo (NCMC) moves. Bottom: Illustration of the work�ow for calibrating ��2�H2O*NaCl via a SAMS simulation
analyzed with BAR to estimate the relative free energy of a waterbox, f (nNaCl), where nNaCl waters have been converted to NaCl pairs, up to Nmax.
This is used to numerically determine the chemical potential ��2�H2O*NaCl that corresponds to an ionic strength of c using Eq. ??, which is
subsequently used to simulate a biomolecular system in equilibrium with a larger reservoir at that macroscopic ionic strength.
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an ncmc osmostat can model realistic 
salt concentration fluctuations

NCMC acceptance probability 
for water-salt exchange

10-22 if instantaneous MC used

semigrand ensemble

Gregory ross 



an ncmc osmostat can model realistic 
salt concentration fluctuations

SAMS+BAR estimates free energy  
change for inserting salt pair

cS(�µ) =
hnSi
hV i

=

Pn
nS=0 nS exp(�nS�µ� fnS )Pn

nS=0hV inS exp(�nS�µ� fnS )

Macroscopic salt concentration 
vs chemical potential



counterion environments near 
biomolecules are highly dynamic

100 mM NaCl 200 mM NaCl

DHFR (from JAC benchmark) in TIP3P with PME 
AMBER99SB-ILDN with Cheatham-Joung ion parameters

Gregory ross 



Preprint ahead of submission

Figure 5. Dynamic salt sampling for DHFR in TIP3P water at three macroscopic salt concentrations. Left: Trajectories of number of salt
molecules and e�ective salt concentration in a 30 ns simulation of DHFR in a box of TIP3P waters as a function of time for 100 mM, 150 mM, and
200 mM NaCl, along with distribution of equilibrium salt concentrations (kernel-smoothed histogram to right of timeseries plot). Before the
insertion of NaCl, the simulation contained 7023 water molecules. Right: Normalized �uctuation autocorrelation functions and integrated
autocorrelation times (⌧) of salt concentrations for each simulation. Shaded regions and uncertainties on the autocorrelation time signify 95%
con�dence intervals ]calculated using bootstrap estimation from three independent simulations.
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Figure 7. Equilibrium salt concentration distributions for various biomolecular systems simulated with a 200 mM osmostat. Equilibrium
salt concentration distributions (blue shaded histogram) are shown as a kernel density estimate of the probability density, along with the ionic
strength of the solvent (light green shaded histogram with dotted lines). For reference, the �xed salt concentration that would be achieved in
�xed-salt simulations, based on the relative fractions of NaCl and water molecules (used by OpenMM and other biomolecular simulation codes), is
shown as a black vertical line. Illustrations of each system are also shown in the top right of each plot with Na+ (purple) and Cl- (orange) densities
from equilibrium 200 mM osmostat simulations shown around the three macromolecules. Isovalues for the each of 3D ion densities were chosen
for visual clarity: the ion isosurfaces around DHFR contains 6.4% and 0.85% of Na+ and Cl- densities respectively; the isosurfaces around Src kinase
contain 0.1% of the Na+ and Cl- densities; and 6.8% of the Na+ density is shown around the DNA dodecamer. Upper left: Box of TIP3P waters; Upper
right: DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase) in TIP3P with isosurfaces containing 6.4% and 0.85% of Na+ and Cl* densities, respectively; Lower left: apo Src
kinase in TIP3P with isosurfaces containing 0.1% of both Na+ and Cl* densities; Lower right: Drew-Dickerson DNA dodecamer in TIP3P with 6.8% of
the Na+ density contained in the isosurface.
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Figure 7. Equilibrium salt concentration distributions for various biomolecular systems simulated with a 200 mM osmostat. Equilibrium
salt concentration distributions (blue shaded histogram) are shown as a kernel density estimate of the probability density, along with the ionic
strength of the solvent (light green shaded histogram with dotted lines). For reference, the �xed salt concentration that would be achieved in
�xed-salt simulations, based on the relative fractions of NaCl and water molecules (used by OpenMM and other biomolecular simulation codes), is
shown as a black vertical line. Illustrations of each system are also shown in the top right of each plot with Na+ (purple) and Cl- (orange) densities
from equilibrium 200 mM osmostat simulations shown around the three macromolecules. Isovalues for the each of 3D ion densities were chosen
for visual clarity: the ion isosurfaces around DHFR contains 6.4% and 0.85% of Na+ and Cl- densities respectively; the isosurfaces around Src kinase
contain 0.1% of the Na+ and Cl- densities; and 6.8% of the Na+ density is shown around the DNA dodecamer. Upper left: Box of TIP3P waters; Upper
right: DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase) in TIP3P with isosurfaces containing 6.4% and 0.85% of Na+ and Cl* densities, respectively; Lower left: apo Src
kinase in TIP3P with isosurfaces containing 0.1% of both Na+ and Cl* densities; Lower right: Drew-Dickerson DNA dodecamer in TIP3P with 6.8% of
the Na+ density contained in the isosurface.
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biomolecular motion  
is dominated by stochasticity



a bad example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_n0Ij3K_Ho
This video is from Venki Ramakrishnan's group at the LMB in Cambridge, UK. It shows the 
ribosome in action, translating RNA into protein. Ramakrishnan won the 2009 Nobel prize for 
chemistry for his role in working out the structure and function of ribosomes. Find more videos 
and info at http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/ribo/hom...

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=zfSvlYzcaTSX26v1LPjcXckpED58MTUzNjE4NjYwNEAxNTM2MTAwMjA0&q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk%2Fribo%2Fhomepage%2Fmov_and_overview.html&event=video_description&v=q_n0Ij3K_Ho


The cytoplasm is tightly packed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdmbpAo9JR4

By Biovisions at Harvard. Protein Packing strives to more accurately depict the molecular chaos in each 
and every cell, with proteins jittering around in what may seem like random motion. Proteins occupy roughly 
40% of the cytoplasm, creating an environment that risks unintentional interaction and aggregation. Via 
diffusion and motor protein transport, these molecules are directed to sites where they are needed.



bacterial cytoplasm

By Yuji Sugita et al of Riken and MSU. How biomolecules behave in crowded cellular 
environments has been an important question in life science. Researchers at RIKEN 
and Michigan State University made an atomic model of the bacterial  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JcFgj2gHx8





⇡(x) / e

�u(x; N,p,T )

H =
Z

dx⇡(x)u(x)

S = �kB

Z
dx ⇡(x) ln⇡(x)

u(x; N, p, T )

“Are you correctly capturing enthalpic and entropic 
contributions to binding?”

�G = �H�T�S
enthalpic entropicfree energy

Physical systems obey Boltzmann statistics:

where contributions can be written

enthalpy

entropy

Both H and S vary with temperature, pressure, etc.

energy



H =
Z

dx⇡(x)u(x) S = �kB

Z
dx⇡(x) ln⇡(x)

Decomposition of free energy into separate physical 
contributions is not unique

�G = �H�T�S
enthalpic entropicfree energy

enthalpy entropy

forming hydrogen bonds burial of hydrophobic surface area
constraining degrees of freedom
liberating bound waters

charge-charge interactions

All of these physical effects actually impact both ΔH and TΔS

van der Waals contacts
solvating polar groups

“Common lore”
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1.1   VP ITC – The Basics 

The VP-ITC (Isothermal Titration Calorimeter) 

Unit directly measures heat evolved or absorbed 

in liquid samples as a result of mixing precise 

amounts of reactants.  A spinning syringe is 

utilized for injecting and subsequent mixing of 

reactants.  Spin rates are user selectable. 

The normal operating range is 2!C to 80!C. 

Wetted cell surfaces are Hastelloy® Alloy C 276.  

Sample and reference cells are accessible for 

filling and cleaning through the top of the unit.  

The sample cell is on the right as one faces the 

front of the unit. 

A pair of identical coin shaped cells is enclosed 

in an adiabatic Outer Shield (Jacket).  Access 

stems travel from the top exterior of the 

instrument to the cells.  Both the coin shaped 

cells and the access stems are totally filled with 

liquid during operation.  This requires 

approximately 1.8 ml. per cell even though the 

working volume of the cell is only 1.4 ml 

Temperature differences between the reference 

cell and the sample cell are measured, calibrated 

to power units and displayed to the user as well 

as saved to disk.  The data channel is referred to as the DP signal, or the differential power 

between the reference cell and the sample cell. This signal is sometimes referred to as the 

“feedback” power used to maintain temperature equilibrium. Calibration of this signal is obtained 

electrically by administering a known quantity of power through a resistive heater element 

located on the cell. 

The syringe containing a “ligand” is titrated (injected) into the cell containing a solution of the 

“macromolecule”.  An injection which results in the evolution of heat (exothermic) within the 

sample cell causes a negative change in the DP power since the heat evolved chemically provides 

heat that the DP feedback is no longer required to provide.  The opposite is true for endothermic 

reactions.  Since the DP has units of power, the time integral of the peak yields a measurement of 

thermal energy, "H.  This heat is released or absorbed in direct proportion to the amount of 

binding that occurs.  When the macromolecule in the cell becomes saturated with added ligand, 

the heat signal diminishes until only the background heat of dilution is observed. 

With the VP-ITC system the entire experiment takes place under computer control.  The user 

inputs the experimental parameters (temperature, number of injections, injection volumes) and 

the computer carries out the experiment.  Origin software is then used to analyze the ITC data 

using fitting models to calculate reaction stoichiometry (n), binding constant (Kb), enthalpy ("H) 

and entropy ("S). 

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) can simultaneously 
interrogate free energies and enthalpies of binding

From MicroCal VP-ITC manual

MicroCal VP-ITC

http://www.microcal.com/

Only method to simultaneously measure both ΔG and ΔH.

http://www.microcal.com


Freire’s proposition: Entropy-enthalpy compensation hinders 
optimization of ligands for greater binding affinity

Talhout R, Villa A, Mark AE, Engberts JBFN. JACS 125:10570, 2003.

Lafont V, Armstrong AA, Ohtaka H, Kiso Y, Azmel LM, and Freire E.  
Compensating enthalpic and entropic changes hinder binding affinity optimization.  

Chem Biol. Drug Des. 69:413, 2007.

HIV-1 protease inhibitors assayed by isothermal titration calorimetry

Small chemical modifications appear to greatly improve enthalpy of binding, but 
provide little improvement in affinity.

First-year physical chemistry explanation:

“It is apparent that the structuring associated with 
hydrogen bond formation can significantly compensate for 
any improvement in binding affinity. ”  
- Lafont et al, Chem. Biol. Drug. Des. 69:413, 2007.



Several calorimetric datasets in the literature are commonly highighted as 
general evidence for compensation

Kuroki et al. J. Biol. Chem. 267:24297, 1992. 
Qian and Hopfield, JPC 105:9292, 1996.



Is there a role for compensation in drug design?

Freire E. Drug Discovery Today 13:869, 2009.

“The thermodynamic signature...provides a unique experimental way of characterizing the 
binding mode of a drug molecule.”



Freire’s second proposition: 
“Best in class” drugs are enthalpically-driven binders

Freire E. Drug Discovery Today 13:869, 2009.




Exercises in bad puns: “Hot tips” on using calorimetry

Heavy investment in high-throughput 
screening (HTS) methodology has provided 
the pharmaceutical industry with large num-
bers of ‘hit’ compounds. However, making a 
decision about which compounds should be 
taken into later stages of the process of can-
didate drug identification for a given target 
is not straightforward. Post-screen decision 
making on hit compounds is crucial. It has a 
substantial effect on the temporal and finan-
cial burden of lead discovery and optimiza-
tion, and on the likelihood of clinical success 
of the eventual candidate drugs. It therefore 
seems advisable to include as much comple-
mentary data in this process as possible.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) 
is an approach for measuring the heat 
energy associated with a molecular inter-
action1–4 (BOX 1). In less than two decades, 
it has developed from a technique based on 
instrumentation built by a small number of 
devotees in their own laboratories to become 
a widely used method for which instruments 
capable of measuring the heat of interactions 
in the nanojoule range are commercially 
available. This sensitivity is sufficient to 
enable essentially all biological equilibrium 
interactions to be measured at a given con-
stant temperature. The wide availability of 
high-sensitivity and automated ITC instru-
mentation has enhanced the opportunity to 
provide additional information for decision 
making in lead discovery and optimization.

A single ITC experiment provides an 
evaluation of the change in free energy (ΔG) 
and its component quantities: the change in 
enthalpy (ΔH) and change in entropy (ΔS) 
(BOX 1). The ΔG value provides quantifica-
tion of the affinity of binding between  
two interacting molecules, although in  
general this information can be derived from 
alternative methods that are cheaper and 
more widely accepted by pharmacologists 
(for example, the half-maximal inhibitory 
concentration (IC50) value). However, the 
evaluation of the compound affinity or 
potency alone often does not provide a clear 
indication of which compounds to select for 
further progression as, at the most difficult 
points in the process, the compounds will 
often have similar values for these para-
meters. In this article, we discuss how  
measuring contributing enthalpic and 
entropic terms — in particular, ΔH — could 
provide valuable information for decision 
making in lead discovery and optimization, 
especially when high-resolution structural 
data are available.

H as a descriptor of an interaction
In a single experiment, ITC provides a  
measure of the heat energy (ΔHobs) associated 
with forming a macromolecular complex 
at a given temperature. This enthalpic term 
is a direct measure of the net change in the 
number and/or strength of the non-covalent 

bonds on going from the free to the bound 
state. So, what value can be added by  
including these thermodynamic data in  
the lead discovery process?

First, it should be noted that the ΔH for 
an interaction has not been shown to cor-
relate with any of the Lipinski parameters for 
oral bioavailability5,6. This is to be expected, 
as this characteristic is not affected by the 
enthalpy or entropy balance of a compound 
for its target protein, but rather by the inter-
actions of the compound with other proteins 
and lipids that affect drug pharmacokinetics. 
Therefore, ΔH does not substitute for estab-
lished inputs to the lead discovery process, 
but does provide information on the balance 
of forces that control the mode of binding 
of a compound to its target and can be used 
to provide a comparison of these forces 
between series of compounds.

Numerous attempts to correlate ΔH with 
the structural changes involved in the transi-
tion from the free to the bound state have 
been made but, for the most part, these have 
not proved rigorous. For example, although 
ΔH and surface area burial correlate in studies  
of protein folding7–9, this relationship is often 
not seen in investigations of the binding 
of small molecules. The reason for this is 
that, on folding, most or all of the potential 
hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor func-
tionalities that are buried in the protein are 
satisfied. However, in drug design, there is a 
high probability that a polar group is found 
buried in a position that cannot establish a 
non-covalent interaction. Desolvation of that 
polar group will incur an enthalpic penalty 
that is not compensated for by the enthalpi-
cally favourable formation of a bond. Indeed, 
unfavourable (that is, positive) enthalpies 
usually arise from incorrectly positioned 
polar groups8,10.

A recent survey of the thermodynamic 
parameters generated by ITC of over  
250 distinct protein–ligand interactions11 
revealed that interactions involving  
compounds from medicinal chemistry pro-
grammes have on average a proportionately 
greater favourable entropic contribution to 
the ΔG than natural, biological ligands.  
This is likely to reflect the ease with which 
ΔS can be improved compared with ΔH. 
Thus, drug designers seem to have ‘over 
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Adding calorimetric data to decision 
making in lead discovery: a hot tip
John E. Ladbury, Gerhard Klebe and Ernesto Freire

Abstract | Recognition of the limitations of high-throughput screening approaches 
in the discovery of candidate drugs has reawakened interest in structure-based 
and other rational design methods. Here, we describe how isothermal titration 
calorimetry can be used to obtain thermodynamic data on the binding of 
compounds to protein targets. We propose that these data — particularly the 
change in enthalpy — could provide a valuable, complementary addition to 
established tools for selecting compounds in lead discovery and for aiding lead 
optimization.
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analysing the various HIV protease inhibitors 
that have been developed (FIG. 1b). In this 
case, the enthalpic contribution to binding  
from early molecules, such as indinavir 
(Crixivan; Merck), is actually unfavourable 
(positive). The progression towards the 
best-in-class compound is associated with a 
gradual (if intermittent) improvement in the 
ΔH contribution (that is, it becomes more 
negative). These two examples of enhanced 
enthalpic contributions to improving drugs 
in a given class illustrate the potential value 
of determining thermodynamic data.  
It suggests that, had initial compounds  
been selected based on the criterion of ΔH,  
best-in-class compounds could have been 
identified more quickly.

Enthalpic efficiency
Similar to the efficiency indices that have 
previously been proposed16–18, ΔH provides  
a viable measure with which medicinal 
chemists can rank compounds. In the opti-
mization process, increasing the potency of 
a lead compound is usually accompanied by 
an increase in molecular mass19. Screening 
for potency alone can therefore result in 
compounds of lower molecular mass being 
discarded. This strategy could be particularly 
problematic in the assessment of fragment 
molecules.

The use of efficiency indices (such as 
‘ligand efficiency’ Δg = ΔG/Nnon-hydrogen atoms) 
has been suggested as a tool for medicinal 
chemists16. This term provides a useful quan-
tification, improvement of which does not 
require simply increasing the potency of the 
compound, but focuses the decision making 

or synthetic-chemistry strategy on the atom 
types or the molecular mass. The enthalpic 
efficiency (EE)20 (for example, EE = ΔH/Q; 
in which Q is the number of non-hydrogen 
atoms or molecular mass) provides a meas-
ure that relates the changes in non-covalent 
bonding with the size of the molecule.  
A perhaps more relevant evaluation could 
be derived from the specific EE (that is, EE 
= ΔH/Npol; in which Npol is the number of 
polar atoms), which directly indicates the 
contributions of hydrogen-bond donors and 
acceptors to the binding enthalpy and there-
fore reflects the strength of those bonds. 
Comparison of the EE values of a series  
of compounds with similar structural  
templates could have a substantial impact  
on the decision-making process.

The use of a ΔH term also focuses the 
chemist on what type of interactions  
the compound might make. For example, the 
EE is not likely to improve dramatically  
during lead optimization if the chemist uses 
the strategy of simply adding more hydro-
phobic surface area, as the thermodynamic 
effect of this would be largely entropic in 
nature. However, it has been shown that 
there is a limit to the number of non-covalent 
interactions that can be included in a binding 
site11,21. So, for example, a different strategy 
may be taken for a lead compound or low-
molecular-mass precursor with a high EE 
than for one with a low EE, to avoid syn-
thesis of compounds that have more groups 
with the potential to form non-covalent 
interactions than there are potential  
counterpart groups available in the protein 
binding site.

Application to fragment screening
One potential application of EE in decision 
making is in the area of fragment-based lead 
discovery. The fragment-based approach 
involves identifying (through various 
screening protocols) compounds of low 
molecular mass (Mr < 100–250 or 8–18 non-
hydrogen atoms22) that bind to an appropriate  
site on a target protein. These fragments will 
typically bind with lower affinity than com-
pounds from screening protocols that use 
larger entities; however, they provide initial 
starting points for developing lead com-
pounds. This can be done by building out 
from the fragment by adding chemical moie-
ties to interact with proximal bonding groups 
on the target. Alternatively, in the case in 
which multiple low-molecular-mass entities 
bind in different but proximal positions in 
the target binding site, they can be linked to 
produce a higher-affinity lead compound23,24.

Usually, the fragments bind with low 
affinity (mM to 30 μM), which in some cases 
results in KD values that preclude the use 
of ITC unless a competition binding assay 
is used. However, determination of the EE 
requires that only the ΔH is measured.  
This can be obtained from an ITC experiment 
even in the absence of a KD determination. 
The small molecule can be added to the 
protein target under a concentration regime 
whereby all the ligand binds, which provides 
a direct readout of the enthalpy of binding.

Although data are currently limited,  
it seems that initial ITC screening of small 
fragment molecules often results in a  
favourable ΔHobs, making ITC detection  
a realistic proposition (G. Williams, Astex 

Figure 1 | Examples of enthalpic optimization towards best-in-class 
compounds. a | Thermodynamic profile of the binding of a series of statins 
to 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase. The sum 
of the change in enthalpy (ΔH; shown in green) and the change in entropy 
(ΔS) multiplied by the absolute temperature (T) (shown in red) gives the 
change in free energy (ΔG; shown in blue). Analysing the various compounds 

approved in this class over time (left to right) reveals enhancement of the ΔH 
contribution. b | Thermodynamic profile of the binding of a series of small-
molecule inhibitors to HIV protease, with the same colour coding as in 
part a. The contribution of ΔH to the binding energy increases considerably 
from the first drug to be approved to the most recently approved drug. 
Adapted from REF. 12.
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Is entropy-enthalpy compensation something 
that should affect how we discover drugs?



Questions

1. Does it make physical sense that structural ordering upon 
binding produces such a large compensation effect? 

2. Could there be other effects contributing to the observed 
compensation behavior? 

3. Is this really relevant to drug design?



Questions

1. Does it make physical sense that structural ordering upon 
binding produces such a large compensation effect? 

2. Could there be other effects contributing to the observed 
compensation behavior? 

3. Is this really relevant to drug design?



Entropy-enthalpy compensation is a well-known 
thermodynamic phenomenon

transfer of neopentane from neat phase to water myoglobin unfolding free energy in water

Data from Makhatadze and Privalov, Biophys. Chem. 51:291, 1994. 
Figure from Southall and Dill, JCP B 106:521, 2002.

Data from Lee, Biopolymers 31:993, 1991. 
Figure from Southall and Dill, JCP B 106:521, 2002.

enthalpy
enthalpy

entropy

entropy

free energy

free energy

Rarely does compensation cause exact cancellation of entropy and enthalpy.



S = 2.091 kB

S = 1.418 kB

�S = �0.673 kB

Entropy must decrease when distribution is restricted

S = �kB

Z
dx⇡(x) ln⇡(x)

But can this effect explain observed complete compensation behavior?

“It is apparent that the structuring associated with 
hydrogen bond formation can significantly compensate for 
any improvement in binding affinity. ”  
- Lafont et al, Chem. Biol. Drug. Des. 69:413, 2007.



Entropy-enthalpy compensation: 
No shortage of theoretical rationalizations

Dunitz JD. Chem. Win some, lose some: Entropy-enthalpy compensation in weak intermolecular reactions. Biol. 2:709, 1995. 

Searle MS, Westwell MS, and Williams DH. Application of a generalised entropy-enthalpy relationship to binding co-operativity and 
weak associations in solution. J Chem. Soc. Perkin. Trans. 2:141, 1995. 

Grunwald E and Steel C. Solvent reorganization and thermodynamic enthalpy-entropy compensation. JACS 117:5287, 1995. 

Qian H and Hopfield JJ. Entropy-enthalpy compensation: Perturbation and relaxation in thermodynamic systems. JCP 105:9292, 
1996. 

Qian H. Entropy-enthalpy compensation: Conformational fluctuations and induced-fit. JCP 109:10015, 1998. 

Qian H. An asymptotic comparative analysis of the thermodynamics of non-covalent association. J. Math. Biol. 52:277, 2006. 

...
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Can a simple model of Freire’s explanation recapitulate 
observed compensation behavior?

Morse potential 
scaled well depth

this doesn’t look like 
the observed compensation 
behavior...

in 3D
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Can a simple model of Freire’s explanation recapitulate 
observed compensation behavior?

Morse potential 
constant curvature

this doesn’t look like 
the observed compensation 
behavior either...

in 3D



Questions

1. Does it make physical sense that structural ordering upon 
binding produces such a large compensation effect? 

2. Could there be other effects contributing to the observed 
compensation behavior? 

3. Is this really relevant to drug design?



The “free energy window” effect

Kuroki et al. J. Biol. Chem. 267:24297, 1992. 
Qian and Hopfield, JPC 105:9292, 1996.



The “free energy window” effect: Measurement errors?

Ca2+ binding to several proteins

randomized ΔH

Randomized enthalpies from typical range show same compensation behavior!

�G = �H�T�S
enthalpic entropicfree energy

“Entropy-enthalpy compensation: Fact or artifact?” 
Sharp KA. Protein Sci. 10:661, 2001.

ΔG spans a small range compared to ΔH

Kuroki et al. J. Biol. Chem. 267:24297, 1992. 
Qian and Hopfield, JPC 105:9292, 1996.



syringe

reference 
cell

sample 
cell

heater 
(constant power)

heater 
(power controlled 

by temperature 
differential)

thermal jacket

temperature 
differential 

sensor

[acetyl pepstatin] = 200 uM 
19 injections @ 10 uL/injection

[HIV-1 PR] = 20 uM in 1.4 mL 
(0.6 mg/cell)

∆G = −9.8 kcal/mol

∆H = 7.3 kcal/mol

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) can simultaneously 
interrogate free energies and enthalpies of binding

T∆S = 17.2 kcal/mol

(Note that some reactions have no measurable change in heat, and are not measurable by ITC.)

“enthalpogram”

raw data

Velazquez-Campoy A, Kiso Y, and Friere E. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 390:169, 2001.

[illustrative experiment]



How reliable is calorimetric data, really?

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003.


The ABRF-MIRG’02 study:

Send identical aliquots of the same sample of 
protein and ligand to 14 core analysis facilities 
(experts!) and ask them to report the measured ΔG 
and ΔH by ITC. 

The should get the same answer, within error. 

The reported errors should match the variation 
among the reported results. 

This experiment is almost never repeated because of 
the large quantity of protein needed for one ITC 
experiment, and the undesirability of repeating the 
experiment from scratch multiple times. 

This is pretty much the only dataset of its kind 
reported in the literature.



How reliable is calorimetric data, really?

Note that observed 20% error in KA gives  only ± 0.1 kcal/
mol error in ΔG, while 20% error in ΔH directly impacts ΔH.   

This means absolute error in ΔG is actually still small, 
while absolute error in ΔH is big.

± 0.2 μM ± 2 kcal/molACTUAL STANDARD DEVIATION

± 0.1 kcal/mol

The reported error bars cannot be trusted. 
They’re often an order of magnitude (or more!) too small.

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003.




ITC measurements on the same system by different laboratories 
exhibits apparent entropy-enthalpy compensation!

How can these plots be real evidence of compensation if we can generate the same plot 
from different measurements on same system?

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003.
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data

slope 1.005, R = 0.999

Compare to Sharp KA

Protein Sci. 10:661, 2001.

plot



We’ve known about the compensation fallacy for a while

Exner O. Collect. Czech. Chem. Commun. 29:1094, 1964.


Exner O. J. Phys. Org. Chem. 10:797, 1997.

How to get wrong results from good experimental data: A survey of incorrect applications of regression.  

Gallicchio E, Kubo MM, and Levy RM. JACS 120:4526, 1998. 

Entropy-enthalpy compensation in solvation and ligand binding revisited.  

Exner O. Chem. Commun. 1655, 2000.

Entropy-enthalpy compensation and anticompensation: solvation and ligand binding. 

Sharp K. Protein Sci. 10:661, 2001.

Entropy-enthalpy compensation: Fact or artifact? 

Cooper A, Johnson CM, Lakey JH, and Nöllman M.  Biophys. Chem. 93:215, 2001.

Heat does not come in different colors... 

Cornish-Bowden A.  J. Biosci. 27:121, 2002.

Enthalpy-entropy compensation: A phantom phenomenon. 

Ford DM. JACS 127:16167, 2005.

Entropy-enthalpy compensation is not a general feature of weak association. 

But, as with any confusing issue, there are also many papers claiming significance of apparent compensation!



Professor of Chemistry 
Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1969 
joel.tellinghuisen@vanderbilt.edu  
Teaching Web Page

Joel B. Tellinghuisen 

Tellinghuisen J. Isothermal titration calorimetry at very low c. Analytical Biochemistry. 2008, 
373 (2): 395-397. 

Tellinghuisen J. Optimizing experimental parameters in isothermal titration calorimetry: Variable 
volume procedures. Journal of Physical Chemistry. 2007, B 111 (39): 11531-11537. 

Tellinghuisen J. Calibration in isothermal titration calorimetry: Heat and cell volume from heat of 
dilution of NaCl(aq). Analytical Biochemistry. 2007, 360 (1): 47-55. 

Tellinghuisen J. Van't Hoff analysis of K-(T): How good...or bad. Biophysical Chemistry. 2006, 
120 (2): 114-120. 

Tellinghuisen J. Optimizing experimental parameters in isothermal titration calorimetry. Journal 
of Physical Chemistry B. 2005, 109 (42): 20027-20035. 

Tellinghuisen J. Statistical error in isothermal titration calorimetry: Variance function estimation 
from generalized least squares. Analytical Biochemistry. 2005, 343 (1): 106-115. 

Tellinghuisen J. Volume errors in isothermal titration calorimetry. Analytical Biochemistry. 2004, 
333 (2): 405-406. 

Tellinghuisen J. Statistical error in isothermal titration calorimetry. Methods in Enzymology. 
2004, 383: 245-282. 

Mizoue LS and Tellinghuisen J. Calorimetric vs. van’T Hoff binding enthalpies from isothermal 
titration calorimetry: Ba2+-crown ether complexation. Biophysical Chemistry. 2004, 110: 
15-24. 

Mizoue LS and Tellinghuisen J. The role of backlash in the “first injection anomaly” in isothermal 
titration calorimetry. Analytical Biochemistry. 2004, 326: 125-127. 

Tellinghuisen J. A study of statistical error in isothermal titration calorimetry. Analytical 
Biochemistry. 2003, 321: 79-88. 

What are the primary contributions to error in ITC?

Joel Tellinghuisen has exhaustively catalogued numerous sources of error in 
reported ITC measurements due to issues with protocol and analysis 
(These are all essential reads for practitioners of ITC or users of ITC data!)

mailto:joel.tellinghuisen@vanderbilt.edu
http://www.vanderbilt.edu/AnS/Chemistry/Tellinghuisen/


Backlash and the “first injection anomaly”

expected

actual

Garca-Fuentes et al. Influence of dynamic power 
compensation in isothermal titration calorimeter. 
Anal. Chem. 1998, 70:4615-4623. 

typical protocol

Standard thought: Some volume lost from 
syringe needle while loading; use small first 
injection and throw out initial data point

Mizoue LS and Tellinghuisen J. The role of backlash in the “first 
injection anomaly” in isothermal titration calorimetry. Analytical 
Biochemistry. 2004, 326: 125-127. 

standard protocol

with ‘down’ after refill

‘down’ command after purge/refill fixes volume anomaly

Actual problem: First injection volume less than desired if syringe screw gear has to 
reverse direction after “refill” following recommended purge/refill protocol
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Injection and mixing models

Wiseman et al. Rapid measurement of binding 
constants and heats of binding using a new 
titration calorimeter. Anal. Biochem. 1989, 
179:131-137. 

Tellinghuisen J. Calibration in isothermal titration calorimetry: Heat 
and cell volume from heat of dilution of NaCl(aq). Analytical 
Biochemistry. 2007, 360 (1): 47-55.

Model I. Instantaneous injection, then mixing

Model II. Instantaneous mixing during injection

Model III. Something in between?

Microcal instruments are ‘perfusion-type’ calorimeters: 
Each injection causes some fluid to flow out of sample cell

Equations in VP-ITC manual used in fitting program contain errors, which 
can lead to significant errors in determined binding affinities!

volume of injection i

cumulative injected volume
sample cell volume

conc. of titrant after injection i

conc. of titrant in syringe



Site parameter n corrects for errors in concentrations, 
not binding stoichiometry

Tellinghuisen J. Volume errors in isothermal titration calorimetry. 
Analytical Biochemistry. 2004, 333 (2): 405-406. 

Tellinghuisen J. A study of statistical error in isothermal titration 
calorimetry. Analytical Biochemistry. 2003, 321: 79-88. 

Tellinghuisen J. Statistical error in isothermal titration calorimetry. 
Methods in Enzymology. 2004, 383: 245-282.

Traditional ITC analysis introduces a site parameter n to supposedly fit true binding stoichiometry

But n is not constrained to be integral, or even rational!

Actual utility is to correct for errors in concentrations and the 
actual working volume of the sample cell (but not the syringe)

stirrer on injection syringe displaces 0.044 mL 
3% of 1.4 mL working volume!

analysis without displaced volume correction



Summary of contributions to error in ITC results

• ~10% of typical error in ΔH comes from ligand concentration errors (ABRF-MIRG’02) 
• relatively insensitive to protein concentration errors (due to site parameter n)

• errors in syringe concentration directly scale reported KA and ΔH


• Other ~10% due to use of problematic “standard” protocols (Tellinghuisen) 
• “first injection anomaly” results from worm screw reversal on first injection

• published sample cell volume ignores volume displaced by stirrer

• standard analysis software uses erroneous mixing model equations

• least-squares fitting ignores nonlinear correlation in fit

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003.

~ 10% ERROR IN CONCENTRATIONS 

Can we provide a more honest accounting of error?



ABRF-MIRG’02 ITC study contains bizarre data

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003. 

257

FIGURE 4

Calorimetric titration data for complex formation between CBS and CA II. For each analysis,top panels show the differential power sig-
nals recorded for CBS titrations into a cell containing CA II.Bottom panels show the same data integrated with respect to time.!H ITC,
KA, and N were calculated from nonlinear least-squares analysis using a single-site binding isotherm.Participant numbering correlates with
Table 2.

bubble?

bubble

bubble???

first injection anomaly

too many injections bubbles?



p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)

D

θ

p(θ|D)

p(D|θ)

p(θ)

Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way

data

model parameters

posterior

prior

sampling distribution (model)



p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)

D

θ

p(θ|D)

p(D|θ)

p(θ)

D = {q1, q2, . . . , qN}

Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way

data

model parameters

posterior

prior

sampling distribution (model)

measurements of evolved heat



p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)

D

θ

p(θ|D)

p(D|θ)

p(θ)

∆G = −kT lnKa

∆H

∆H0

θ = {∆G, ∆H,T∆S, ∆H0}

T∆S

Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way

data

model parameters

posterior

prior

sampling distribution (model)

thermodynamic parameters

free energy of binding
enthalpy of binding

heat of dilution
entropic contribution to binding

... any additional parameters ...



p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)
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Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way

data

model parameters

posterior

prior

sampling distribution (model)

Gaussian error model

measured heat of injection n
true heat of injection n
std dev of error in measured heat 
(nuisance parameter)

heat potential



p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)

D

θ

p(θ|D)

p(D|θ)

p(θ)

p(∆G, ∆H, ∆H0, σ) ∝ σ−1

∆G, ∆H, ∆H0

σ > 0

Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way

data

model parameters

posterior

prior

sampling distribution (model)

prior on measurement noise

can be of any sign and value

scale parameter; can be of any magnitude
(Later, could build in some a priori knowledge of 

 instrument error or calibration runs.)
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Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way
Marginal posterior probability distributions describe the uncertainty in 
each thermodynamic parameter inferred from the data.

ABRF group 10 data

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003. 

(Chodera, Branson, Novick)



Analysis of ITC experiments: The Bayesian way
Joint distribution functions describe the correlated uncertainty between 
any set of parameters.

ABRF group 10 data

Myszka et al. J. Biomol. Tech. 14:247, 2003.


Correlation in error in ΔH and TΔS explains much of apparent entropy-
enthalpy compensation behavior.

(Chodera, Branson, Novick)



Bayesian approach has numerous advantages

Provides true posterior joint distribution of all thermodynamic parameters

Asymmetric confidence intervals and non-normal marginal distributions

Expected information content of new experiments can be estimated for protocol design

Experimental design:

“Will experiment X give me enough information to make it worthwhile?”

“What is the best experimental design to reduce the uncertainty in Z?”

“Do I have to run a baseline for sample X?”

Make joint inferences from data from multiple experiments

Can eliminate baseline “blank” experiment through titration in excess

Easy to “plug in” new binding models.

Instrument parameters can be conditioned on calibration data (e.g. NaCl titrations)

Code will be made available at http://simtk.org/home/bayesian-itc

http://www.simtk.org/home/openmm


The “free energy window” effect: Instrumental limits?
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All ITC measurements fall in a narrow range due to instrumental limitations



The “free energy window” effect: Publication bias?

Clear skew toward high affinity (low free energy) compounds in published data
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Questions

1. Does it make physical sense that structural ordering upon 
binding produces such a large compensation effect? 

2. Could there be other effects contributing to the observed 
compensation behavior? 

3. Is this really relevant to drug design?



Is there a role for compensation in drug design?

Freire E. Drug Discovery Today 13:869, 2009.

“The thermodynamic signature...provides a unique experimental way of characterizing the 
binding mode of a drug molecule.”

Does this claim hold up to what we’ve learned about correlated errors in ITC?



A more honest assessment of errors
KNI-10033 displacement 

of acetyl pepstatin

weak inhibitor

Velazquez-Campoy A, Kiso Y, and Friere E. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 390:169, 2001. 
Velazquez-Campoy A and Friere E. Nature Protocols 1:186, 2006.

acetyl-pepstatin KNI-10075 displacement 
of acetyl pepstatin



A more honest assessment of errors

ΔH of binding

Enthalpy change is clearly not the 4 kcal/mol difference the fingerprints would imply



Is there a role for compensation in drug design?

Freire E. Drug Discovery Today 13:869, 2009.




Is there a role for compensation in drug design?

Freire E. Drug Discovery Today 13:869, 2009.


Darunavir

koff = (7.8±0.5) x 10-7 s-1

t1/2 ~ 120 hours

Inge et al. J. Virol. 81:13851, 2007


1000x slower than others




Is there a role for compensation in drug design?

Freire E. Drug Discovery Today 13:869, 2009.




Take-home messages
• Entropy-enthalpy compensation is a universal phenomenon, but 

no compelling evidence that it adversely impacts drug design 

• Calorimetry can play a useful role in drug design, but: 

• Problems with current protocols and analysis methods 

• ΔG measurement relatively insensitive to these problems 

• Treat ΔH with great suspicion; exercise much care if you need ΔH 

• Instead of optimizing for enthalpy, why not directly optimize ΔG?  

• Beware of simple explanations of complex phenomena unless 
behavior can be recapitulated with a model



Whither calorimetry?
If we don’t use calorimetry for enthalpy-entropy decomposition, can it still play 
a role in drug discovery?

Yes!  It can tell us how to relate binding to inhibition.

Fabian MA et al. Nature Biotech. 23:329, 2005. 
Supplementary Table 2.
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binding affinities of inhibitors to kinases

Inhibitor binding affinity often doesn’t exactly match 
apparent inhibition constant because mechanism of 
inhibition may be complex. 

If inhibition isn’t  a simple game of “block the active site”, 
it’s incredibly valuable to have a useful model of how 
inhibition is determined by physical binding to different 
binding sites and receptor conformations. 

Only then can we start to make rational improvements to 
ligand that modulate inhibition in a controllable way!




